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Three Examples

• Laser Diffraction – Algebra through 
Multivariable, and Statistics

•Springs – Trigonometry through Differential 
Equations

•Dice – Statistics and Probability



Laser Diffraction

Algebra & Statistics

• Unit conversions (within metric, and 
Standard to metric), scientific notation

• Generate a proportional model, 
including inverse proportionality, using 
multiple variables

• Models real world data students collect

• Linear and (intrinsically linear) power 
regression

Multivariable Calculus

• Multivariable functions

• Linear approximations

• Polar coordinates

• Spherical coordinates

• Physics applications connect with 
their other classes



You will need measuring tools (yardsticks), diffraction gratings (at least 
two sizes), lasers (at least two colours).



Give students a chance to experiment and figure out what matters and 
what doesn’t.



Students design experiments they can test, with control variables.



Students collect data and then model it graphically and using 
regression functions in the calculator.



A variety of regression equations can be tested to determine which is 
best based on a variety of factors, like correlation, or long-run behavior.



Springs

Trigonometry

• Sinusoidal functions

• Finding Amplitude

• Finding Phase Shifts

• Finding Horizontal Shifts

• Finding Period and Frequency

• Writing equations

• Translations

• Sine Regression

Differential Equations

• Exponential Decay

• Matching Real-world to Equations

• Springs with Mass (not massless)

• Modeling Velocity/Acceleration

• Connecting ideas across courses

• Problems of data collection

• Systems of Springs



More Than One Technology Works

• I use a motion detector to plot the oscillations of the springs, 
with index cards on the bottoms of the springs (or mass 
cups) so that the motion detectors can “see” the spring.

• You can do this experiment with a meter stick and a cell-
phone video camera.  Letting time be in frames and using 
the frames to determine maximum and minimum heights, 
equilibrium, etc.  These points can be measured and put 
into the calculator manually.

• Kick this up a notch to talk about superposition with systems 
of two or three springs.



Students are asked a series of questions to tease out features of the graph, 
and compare to calculator solutions.  Trig students can stop here.



More advanced students can be asked to model the decaying 
amplitudes.  And the relationship between mass and frequency.  The 
non-zero mass of the spring matters here.



DiffEq students often struggle with springs, but they can relate the 
equations back to their models.



Dice
• Data Collection

• Simulations

• Linear Regression & Power Regression

• Probability and Law of Large Numbers

• Central Limit Theorem

• Interpreting Equations

• Technology

Statistics



Kick up your dice experiment with gaming dice. Encourage your 
students to choose something more interesting than evens and odds.



Students create a scatter plot, and model first with two points, and then 
with regression.



Simulations can kick up the sample sizes using online tools or the 
calculator.  Introduce students to binomial variables.



Converting successes to proportions opens a discussion about 0 
correlation and horizontal lines, and the Law of Large Numbers.



Taking multiple samples of the same size let’s us calculate a standard 
deviation of a sampling distribution and explore the Central Limit 
Theorem for proportions.



Time Commitment

• Typical students can generally complete 3-4 pages of these projects in 
an hour of class time.  This time can be used to collect data, work on 
analyses, etc.

• Students can complete some of the questions outside of class, but for 
projects that occur over several days, review their answers with them 
in groups before they move on to new material.

• Coupled with traditional lecture, these projects can be a valuable 
look ahead to new material coming up (and become a common 
reference point for the class), or can be done as a final project to pull 
ideas together already discussed.



Cost

• Gaming dice can be purchased by the pound for about 
$17 in a variety of sizes.

• Laser pointers are much less expensive than in the past: $5-6 
for red, $15-20 for blue or green.  (Yellow is still ~$300.)

• Diffraction gratings run from a couple bucks each to $30.

• Motion detectors run around $170 but they are sometimes 
given away as premiums for compatible calculator 
purchases, and there are less expensive alternatives (all the 
kids have phone cameras).
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LET’S PLAY!



Project Files

• Laser-Diffraction Project --
http://betsymccall.net/prof/courses/spring16/aacc/Lasers_Diffraction_Gratin
g_Project.pdf

• Spring Project --
http://betsymccall.net/prof/courses/spring16/aacc/Modeling%20Springs.pdf

• Monte Carlo (Dice) Project --
http://betsymccall.net/prof/courses/spring16/aacc/Monte%20Carlo%20Mod
eling.pdf

• For editable Word versions of these projects, you can email me at 
bjmccall@aacc.edu and I can send them to you.

http://betsymccall.net/prof/courses/spring16/aacc/Lasers_Diffraction_Grating_Project.pdf
http://betsymccall.net/prof/courses/spring16/aacc/Modeling Springs.pdf
http://betsymccall.net/prof/courses/spring16/aacc/Monte Carlo Modeling.pdf
mailto:bjmccall@aacc.edu

